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Abstract

The electronic structures of tetrachalcogen tetranitrides, $E_4N_4$, and octachalcogen dications, $E_8^{2+}$, and the nature of their transannular $E\cdots E$ interactions ($E = S, Se$) was studied with high-level theoretical methods. The results reveal that the singlet ground states of both systems have a surprisingly large correlation contribution which functions to weaken and therefore lengthen the cross-ring $E-E$ bond. The observed correlation effects are primarily static in $E_4N_4$, whereas in $E_8^{2+}$ the dynamic part largely governs the total correlation contribution. The presented description of bonding is the first that gives an all-inclusive picture of the origin of cross-ring interactions in $E_4N_4$ and $E_8^{2+}$; not only does it succeed in reproducing all experimental structures but it also offers a solid explanation for the sporadic performance of different computational methods that has been reported in previous studies. Furthermore, the theoretical data demonstrate that $E\cdots E$ bonds in $E_4N_4$ and $E_8^{2+}$ are unique and fundamentally different from, for example, dispersion that plays a major role in weak intermolecular chalcogen\cdots chalcogen contacts.
Introduction

Weak transannular chalcogen⋯chalcogen interactions are a recurring theme in the chemistry of certain electron-rich inorganic heterocycles.\textsuperscript{1} Tetrarsulfur tetranitride (1a) is an archetypical member of this group:\textsuperscript{2} $\text{S}_4\text{N}_4$ has a cage-like structure with two short intramolecular $\text{S}⋯\text{S}$ interactions as determined by single crystal X-ray diffraction (Figure 1).\textsuperscript{3-5} The selenium analogue of 1a is also known (1b),\textsuperscript{6-8} as is the hybrid species $\text{S}_2\text{Se}_2\text{N}_4$ (1c),\textsuperscript{9} and they are both structurally isomorphous with $\text{S}_4\text{N}_4$. Other cyclic species with a single transannular chalcogen⋯chalcogen interaction can be obtained from 1a when its two antipodal sulfur atoms are replaced by a group that formally contributes one valence electron less to the system. For example, $\text{S} \Rightarrow \text{CR}$ and $\text{S} \Rightarrow \text{PR}_2$ substitutions afford dithiatetrazocines RC(NSN)$_2\text{CR}$ (2)\textsuperscript{10} ($\text{R} = \text{NMe}_2$) and diphosphadithiatetrazocines $\text{R}_2\text{P(NSN)}_2\text{PR}_2$ (3) ($\text{R} = \text{Me, Et, Ph, Cl}$),\textsuperscript{11-14} respectively, with a bicyclic geometry. The homopolyatomic chalcogen dications $\text{E}_8^{2+}$ (4a–c) ($\text{E} = \text{S, Se, Te}$) are also structurally related to the eight-membered chalcogen-nitrogen rings, but the presence of two more valence electrons compared to 1 gives them an overall chair-like molecular shape with only one weak cross-ring $\text{E}⋯\text{E}$ contact.\textsuperscript{15-19}

The nature of transannular interactions in 1–4 has been a matter of much debate ever since the solid state structure of $\text{S}_4\text{N}_4$ was first reported.\textsuperscript{14,19-39} A simple way to rationalize the cage-like structure of $\text{S}_4\text{N}_4$ using molecular orbitals from extended Hückel calculations was presented by Gleiter as early as in 1970.\textsuperscript{37} The dication $\text{S}_4\text{N}_4^{2+}$ is a planar 10 $\pi$-electron species with a doubly degenerate $e$-symmetric
LUMO. Thus, addition of two electrons to the system leads to an unstable degenerate ground state which undergoes a Jahn-Teller distortion. Of the several possible deformations that break the degeneracy, the one leading to the $D_{2d}$ symmetric cage conformation is the most favorable as it converts two antibonding $\pi$-type MOs to two new orbitals with a $\sigma$-type cross-ring $S\cdots S$ interaction. The structures of 2, 3 and 4 can then be derived by considering perturbations to the orbital framework of 1a from the replacement of sulfur and nitrogen atoms with PR$_2$/CR and E$^+/E$ moieties, respectively, and that electrons are either removed from the cage (dithiatetrazocines) or added to it (octachalcogen dications). However, in all of these cases, the simple orbital-based model indicates that 1–4 should display classical $\sigma$-bonds in place of weak chalcogen-⋯chalcogen interactions. Clearly such idealized Lewis models bear a resemblance to the observed molecular geometries, but the prediction of short chalcogen-⋯chalcogen interactions in 1–4 is at variance with experimental observations.

All orbital-based bonding models are inherently qualitative in nature and a complete theoretical description of the electronic structures of 1–4 naturally requires the use of more advanced techniques. Unfortunately it has proven problematic to accurately predict the molecular geometries of 1–4 and, in particular, the transannular chalcogen-⋯chalcogen interactions using the standard tools of computational chemistry. For example, the Hartree-Fock (HF) method is able to predict the bond lengths in E$_8$N$_4$ with reasonable accuracy when at least double-$\zeta$ size basis sets are used, but it fails markedly with E$_8^{2+}$ cations for which it gives a classical $\sigma$-bonded bicyclic structure irrespective of the size of the employed basis set. Moreover, any attempt to include electron correlation effects in either case by means of second order perturbation theory (MP2) leads to significant overestimation of the E⋯E interaction. Even density functional theory (DFT) has difficulties in providing a consistent picture of bonding in these systems and the results are highly dependent of the chosen functional and the amount of exact exchange employed. For example, the B3LYP hybrid functional predicts the cross-ring S⋯S distances in dithiatetrazocines rather accurately, but for no obvious reasons it overestimates those in S$_4$N$_4$ and E$_8^{2+}$. On the other hand, the non-hybrid version of the same
functional, namely BLYP, has considerable difficulties in reproducing the transannular interactions in $E_8^{2+}$, whereas the MPW91PW91 functional is known to provide highly accurate bond lengths even when combined with very small basis sets.$^{19}$

Based on the current theoretical data for 1–4, it is safe to conclude that a solid physical explanation of their weak cross-ring bonds is still lacking. Clearly the observed $E\cdots E$ interactions cannot be described using arguments based on orbitals alone as it would imply that the major characteristics of these systems would be portrayed even at the HF level. In addition, the short $E\cdots E$ distances in 1–4 are not a manifestation of conventional attraction between two closed shell main group centers as perturbative treatment of electron correlation is known to account for dispersion effects and many density functional methods lack them altogether. To the best of our knowledge, the only detailed, albeit preliminary, post-HF wave function based investigation of the nature of transannular bonding in any of 1–4 has been presented by Cioslowski and Gao in 1997.$^{29}$ Their analysis of the localized MP2 orbitals of $Se_8^{2+}$ revealed significant fractional occupancies for the formally doubly filled and empty frontier MOs. Thus, as the authors conclude, the actual wave functions of $E_8^{2+}$ dications are “expected to possess considerable multiconfigurational character”, which implies that their ground states would have a sizable singlet diradical component. Unfortunately the natural orbital analysis was only performed for an experimentally unknown cage conformer of $Se_8^{2+}$ (analogous to $E_4N_4$) and no high-level multiconfigurational or coupled cluster results capable of validating or refuting the predictions were reported due to computer hardware limitations at the time. Although no comparable data are currently available for 1, 2, or 3, the possible role of diradical configurations in the wave functions of tetrachalcogen tetranitrides has been mentioned in a footnote of a recent review.$^{41}$

The electronic structures of 1–4 have received renewed attention. For example, the strength of the $S\cdots S$ interaction in $S_4N_4$ was recently estimated to be of the order of typical hydrogen-bonds$^{28}$ and the electrochemical and photochemical behavior of $S_4N_4$ have been the subject of several detailed and complementary investigations.$^{42-44}$ Furthermore, bonding in dithiatetrazocines has been discussed in the context of
homoaromaticity\textsuperscript{14,22} and the importance of these analyses highlighted in a Nature Chemistry commentary\textsuperscript{24}. Consequently, it is of importance that an unambiguous answer to the question of the physical origin of transannular interactions in 1–4 is found. Hence, we have now carried out comprehensive theoretical investigations on the electronic structures of 1 and 4 using the highest possible levels of theory. Rigorous wave function analyses reveal that the ground states of these systems are very complex and contain a particularly strong correlation contribution. The presented view is the first that is able to give an all-inclusive picture of the nature of cross-ring interactions in 1 and 4: not only does it succeed in reproducing all experimental structures but it also offers a solid explanation for the sporadic performance of different computational methods that has been reported in previous studies. The bonding in chalcogen dications $E_8^{2+}$ is shown to pose a particularly noteworthy challenge to theory due to exceptionally strong dynamic electron correlation effects and very high-level approaches are required in order to capture the subtleties in their electronic structure. The virtues and shortcomings of density functional theory in modeling the electronic structures of 1 and 4 are also discussed.

\begin{figure}[h]
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\caption{Experimental X-ray structures of $E_4N_4$ and $E_8^{2+}$ ($E = \text{S, Se}$). Average bond lengths are given in Ångströms.\textsuperscript{5,7,8,17,19}}
\end{figure}
Computational Details

The geometries of E$_4$N$_4$ and E$_8^{2+}$ (E = S, Se) were first optimized in the gas phase using $D_{2d}$ and $C_s$ symmetries, respectively, and different wave function based approaches: Hartree-Fock (HF), Möller-Plesset perturbation theory (MP2, MP3 and MP4), complete active space without (CAS) and with the second order perturbation theory correction (CASPT2), multireference configuration interaction without (MRCISD) and with Pople correction (MRCI+Q), quadratic configuration interaction (QCISD(T)) and coupled cluster (CCSD(T)). In addition to ab initio methods, density functional theory (DFT) was also used in the optimizations and the performance of a variety of exchange correlation functionals, namely BLYP, B3LYP, PBEPBE, PBE0, M06-2X, and M06-HF was tested both with and without the empirical DFT-D dispersion correction.

In gas phase calculations, correlation consistent triple-$\zeta$ cc-pVTZ basis sets were used for all elements. For S$_4$N$_4$, all calculations were also performed using the aug-cc-pVTZ basis set that includes diffuse functions which are typically necessary to describe weak correlation effects such as dispersion. In the current case, however, augmenting the basis set had only a very minor impact on the calculated geometries while it significantly increased both the computational requirements and the CPU time. Consequently, calculations for Se$_4$N$_4$ and E$_8^{2+}$ were performed only using the cc-pVTZ basis sets. In all post-HF methods, electrons within the largest possible halogen core were treated as frozen and excluded from the calculation of correlation effects. The only exception to this are the MRCI and CASPT2 calculations for selenium containing species in which case the d-orbitals were also excluded from the correlation space due to software limitations.

Solid state calculations were performed for S$_4$N$_4$ and S$_6$(AsF$_6$)$_2$ using experimental X-ray structures as starting points for geometry optimizations. For both structures, the atomic positions were fully optimized while the lattice parameters were kept fixed to ensure convergence and speed up the calculations. The Karlsruhe triple-$\zeta$-valence + polarization (def-TZVP) basis sets were applied for S and N atoms. In the case of S$_6$(AsF$_6$)$_2$, the AsF$_6^-$ counteranions were described using slightly smaller split-valence
+ polarization (SVP) basis sets (see Supporting Information).\textsuperscript{69} Monkhorst-Pack type grids of \( k \)-points in the reciprocal space were generated using shrinking factors of 4 and 2 for \( S_4N_4 \) and \( S_8(AsF_6)_2 \), respectively.\textsuperscript{70} For the evaluation of the Coulomb and exchange integrals, tight tolerance factors of 8, 8, 8, 8, and 16 were used. Default optimization convergence thresholds and an extra-large integration grid for the density-functional part were applied in all calculations.

Calculations in the gas phase were performed with the Gaussian 09,\textsuperscript{71} Molpro 2010.1\textsuperscript{72} and Turbomole 6.3\textsuperscript{73} program packages, whereas all solid state calculations were done using CRYSTAL09.\textsuperscript{74} Visualizations of molecular orbitals were done with the cross-platform molecule editor Avogadro.\textsuperscript{75}
Results and Discussion

The crystal and molecular structure of $\text{S}_4\text{N}_4$ has been determined on several occasions in the solid state. In the current contribution, we use the gas phase electron diffraction data of Rice et al. as a reference.\textsuperscript{76} For $\text{Se}_4\text{N}_4$, high-quality crystallographic data is not available and there are only two structure determination reports in the ICSD database. Consequently, we use average values calculated from the data for $\alpha$- and $\beta$-$\text{Se}_4\text{N}_4$ for comparison with the theoretical predictions.\textsuperscript{7,8} For $\text{Se}_8^{2+}$, the high-resolution X-ray structure of the salt $\text{S}_8(\text{AsF}_6)_2$ by Passmore et al. is used as a reference,\textsuperscript{19} while the optimized metrical parameters of $\text{Se}_8^{2+}$ are compared with data for the dication in the salt $(\text{Te}_6^{4+})(\text{Se}_8^{2+})(\text{AsF}_6)_6(\text{SO}_2)$ as determined by Gillespie et al.\textsuperscript{17}

In the crystallographic data, tetrachalcogen tetranitrides and octachalcogen dications have nearly ideal $D_{2d}$ and $C_s$ molecular symmetries, respectively.\textsuperscript{4,5,7,8,15,19} For $\text{E}_8\text{N}_4$, there are several short (3.1 – 3.2 Å) $\text{E} \cdots \text{N}$ contacts between the four molecules in the unit cell. Similarly, short (2.7 – 3.3 Å) $\text{E} \cdots \text{F}$ contacts exist between the chalcogen dications and $\text{AsF}_6^{-}$ anions in the X-ray data of both $\text{S}_8^{2+}$ and $\text{Se}_8^{2+}$. This raises the important question to which extent the short transannular interactions in $\text{Se}_4\text{N}_4$ and $\text{E}_8^{2+}$ are affected by weak intermolecular and cation$\cdots$anion interactions present in the crystal lattices of these compounds. A partial answer to this problem is found by comparing the electron diffraction study of $\text{S}_4\text{N}_4$ with the low temperature X-ray data of de Lucia and Coppens,\textsuperscript{5} which demonstrates that the molecular structure is not significantly affected by the change in the environment; the transannular $\text{S} \cdots \text{S}$ contact is only moderately longer in the gas phase, 2.666(14) Å and this could also be an effect of the temperature alone. Similar structural studies of $\text{Se}_4\text{N}_4$ and $\text{E}_8^{2+}$ in the gas phase would be highly desired. However, in the former case they are precluded by the high tendency of tetraselenium tetranitride to explode violently on heating,\textsuperscript{6} whereas in the latter case the dications are lattice stabilized and inherently unstable in the gas phase towards dissociation.\textsuperscript{19}
Figure 2. Deviations between the calculated and experimental bond lengths (in Ångströms) for a) S₄N₄; b) Se₄N₄; c) S₈²⁺ and d) Se₈²⁺. All data calculated in the gas phase. Color code: E–N and E–E bond lengths (red); E···E bond lengths (blue).
**Single determinant methods.** The structures of $E_4N_4$ and $E_8^{2+}$ ($E = S$, Se) were first calculated in the gas phase with different theoretical methods based on a single reference determinant (HF, MP$n$, QCISD(T), CCSD(T), and DFT). A summary of the results is presented in Figure 2; a full listing of optimized structural parameters is given in the Supporting Information. It is immediately evident from Figure 2 that all employed methods predict both E–N and E–E bond lengths with very good accuracy: the deviation between the calculated and the experimental data does not exceed ±0.05 Å in any case. However, a vastly different picture of the performance of different theoretical methods is obtained when the calculated values for the transannular E⋯E contacts are compared with the X-ray data.

As discussed in the introduction, the HF method underestimates the E⋯E contacts in $E_4N_4$ and particularly in $E_8^{2+}$, whereas MP2 predicts virtually no interaction between the two chalcogen centers in either system.\textsuperscript{25,29,30} The data in Figure 2 shows that the established trends persist also when using these methods together with modern large, triple-$\zeta$-valence sized, basis sets. Carrying out the perturbative treatment of correlation effects to third order is found to significantly improve the calculated E⋯E distances in all cases, but addition of fourth order terms again results in substantial, up to 0.5 Å, elongation of the transannular contacts. Of all the different single determinant based wave function methods employed, the QCISD(T) and CCSD(T) approaches are the only ones that show uniform performance and give geometrical parameters that are in good agreement with the experimental data.

DFT is formally a single determinant method and hence it is natural to discuss the results obtained with different density functionals in the current context. The data in Figure 2 shows a clear trend towards shorter E⋯E contacts when the amount of exact exchange in the functional is increased. In this sense, BLYP (no exact exchange) and M06-HF (full HF exchange) reside at the opposite ends of the spectrum and yield results close to MP2 and HF, respectively. Of all the different functionals employed, PBE0 shows the best performance, giving structural data that in most cases supersedes the CCSD(T) and QCISD(T) levels of theory. The M06-2X functional, which is designed for main group systems and weak interactions, yields equally good results for $E_4N_4$ as PBE0 but it underestimates the E⋯E contact in $E_8^{2+}$ by 0.1 – 0.2 Å.
It is also notable from Figure 2 that the inclusion of dispersion effects to DFT via empirical correction (DFT-D) does not lead to any significant improvement of the data for tetrachalcogen tetranitrides. However, the results for E₈²⁺ cations are partially affected by the employed dispersion correction as the E⋯E contacts decrease roughly by 0.1 Å for both B3LYP-D and PBE-D; for the PBE0 functional, the effect of empirical dispersion correction on the E⋯E distance is only minimal.

As noted above, there are several short intermolecular and cation-anion interactions in the crystal structures of E₆N₄ and E₈²⁺,⁴,⁵,⁷,⁸,¹⁵,¹⁹ In case of S₈N₄, the structure of the molecule has also been determined in the gas phase and the results coincide with the solid state data, supporting the notion that secondary bonding interactions have little to no effect on the observed transannular E⋯E distances in tetrachalcogen tetranitrides. However, since there are no experimental gas phase structural data of E₈²⁺ available, the same conclusion cannot readily be drawn for these systems. It is entirely possible that the numerous weak anion⋯cation interactions present in the crystal lattice of E₈²⁺ each increase the E⋯E distance, in which case the structures of octachalcogen dications would be markedly dissimilar in different phases, thereby invalidating all comparisons between X-ray and computational data. In an attempt to resolve this issue, we conducted solid state geometry optimizations for S₈(AsF₆)₂ using the same single determinant methods as employed in the gas phase calculations (HF, B3LYP, PBE and PBE0). For comparison, the solid state analyses were also performed for S₆N₄.

The results from solid state geometry optimizations of S₆N₄ and S₈(AsF₆)₂ reproduce the trends from gas phase calculations (Supporting Information). Again, HF predicts E⋯E distances that are very short, even shorter than that found in the gas phase, while PBE and B3LYP give mutually similar results and overestimate the transannular contacts by a small margin. The best results are obtained with the hybrid PBE0 functional that yields optimized structural parameters which are in excellent agreement with the X-ray data. We note that the solid state HF optimization of S₈(AsF₆)₂ failed due to convergence problems in the SCF evaluation, indicative of inherent difficulties in the theoretical method to describe the electronic structure of the dication. Although the different methods display a varying performance in
modelling the key \(E\cdots E\) contacts in \(\text{S}_4\text{N}_4\) and \(\text{S}_8^{2+}\) in the solid state, they all incorporate the numerous short intermolecular and cation-anion interactions present in the crystal lattices of \(\text{S}_4\text{N}_4\) and \(\text{S}_8(\text{AsF}_6)_2\), respectively, which is precisely what is observed experimentally. Consequently, the solid state optimizations lend strong support to the view that secondary bonding interactions do not play a decisive role in determining the length of \(E\cdots E\) contacts in either \(\text{S}_8^{2+}\) or \(\text{S}_4\text{N}_4\).

Even though Figure 2 contains significantly more data points than any of the preceding computational analyses of bonding in \(\text{S}_4\text{N}_4\) and \(\text{S}_8^{2+}\), the observed trends are difficult to rationalize as such. The short \(E\cdots E\) contacts predicted by HF are qualitatively in line with the wave function being always an equal mixture of covalent and ionic contributions but its effect on molecular geometries is typically much smaller than that observed in the current case. It is also known from theory that Möller-Plesset series can display highly divergent behavior but divergence is usually not observed until the perturbative corrections are calculated to higher orders.\(^{77}\) The poorer performance of BLYP and B3LYP in comparison with PBE and PBE0 can be rationalized with the fact that the LYP correlation functional does not obey the uniform electron gas limit: a correct limiting behavior for different density functionals has recently been shown to be important for the description of different types of bonding interactions such as metal-metal and agostic bonds.\(^{78-80}\) However, it is not readily apparent why the GGA and hybrid versions of the PBE/PBE functional lead to very large differences in the predicted \(E\cdots E\) distances.

Taking all of the above into account, the trends in Figure 2 can be explained by assuming that the wave functions of \(\text{S}_4\text{N}_4\) and \(\text{S}_8^{2+}\) are dominated by “unexpectedly large electron correlation effects” as suggested initially by Cioslowski and Gao.\(^{29}\) In such a case, the HF determinant is both quantitatively and qualitatively a poor approximation of the true many-electron wave function, which bodes ill for any perturbative treatment of correlation effects. In contrast, the coupled cluster and quadratic configuration interaction are known to give accurate results for many computationally difficult cases provided that at least approximate treatment of triple excitations is employed, i.e. CCSD(T) or QCISD(T).\(^{81}\) Similarly, the ability of DFT to treat complex electron correlation effects is much better than that of perturbation
theory and naturally depends heavily on the type of functional used in the calculations.\textsuperscript{82} Before following this route onwards and examining the performance of multideterminant methods in modelling the structures of $\text{E}_4\text{N}_4$ and $\text{E}_8^{2+}$, we investigated the composition of the calculated QCISD(T) wave functions in more detail with the help of natural orbital analysis.

**Natural orbital analysis.** Natural orbitals (NOs) are, by definition, the eigenfunctions of the one-electron density matrix and their occupancies are the eigenvalues of this matrix.\textsuperscript{83} Their computational importance lies in the fact that CI expansions based on these orbitals typically show the fastest convergence. Furthermore, the analysis of fractionally occupied NOs makes possible a simple interpretation of correlation effects because the orbitals are localized in the region of space where the correlation error is large. NOs also provide a unique description of the system by converging to well-defined values in the exact wave function and infinite basis set limit.\textsuperscript{84}

NOs were calculated for the optimized geometries of $\text{E}_4\text{N}_4$ and $\text{E}_8^{2+}$ at the QCISD(T) level of theory and full numerical listings are given in the Supporting Information. The data show that there are indeed a number of NOs with notable fractional occupations (either significantly lower than 2 or higher than 0) in both $\text{E}_4\text{N}_4$ and $\text{E}_8^{2+}$. In all four systems studied, the most important fractionally occupied NOs (which correspond to the frontier MOs of these systems) are centered on the chalcogen atoms involved in the key transannular interactions and they are either bonding (fractional occupation $1.85 - 1.88$ e\textsuperscript{-}) or antibonding (fractional occupation $0.16 - 0.20$ e\textsuperscript{-}) with respect to the E⋯E bond (see Figure 3). At first glance this implies that, in addition to the main HF determinant, $\text{HOMO\textendash}1(\text{\textendash}2) \Rightarrow \text{LUMO}(+1)$ excited configurations make a significant contribution to the wave functions of $\text{E}_4\text{N}_4$ and $\text{E}_8^{2+}$, which would be in line with the diradical character suggested to be present in these systems. In general, single determinant methods are deemed computationally insufficient whenever the wave function contains NOs with occupancies greater than 0.10 e\textsuperscript{-}.\textsuperscript{85}
Figure 3. The most important fractionally occupied QCISD(T) natural orbitals of a) $E_4N_4$ and b) $E_8^{2+}$ ($E = S, Se$) along with their occupancies (isosurface value $\pm 0.05$).

Irrespective of the physical origin of large NO occupancies in the wave functions of $E_4N_4$ and $E_8^{2+}$, Figure 3 clearly shows that the key correlation effects in these systems involve the $E\cdots E$ interactions. At the HF level, orbital occupancies are either 2 or 0, which means that the $E\cdots E$ bonding orbitals are fully occupied and the $E\cdots E$ antibonding orbitals are empty. This corresponds to the picture portrayed by the idealized Lewis models $1'$ and $4'$. When electron correlation is introduced, electron density is transferred from occupied to virtual orbitals and the wave function becomes a linear combination of multiple Slater determinants, all formally excited with respect to the HF model. In $E_4N_4$ and $E_8^{2+}$ this results in significant weakening of the $E\cdots E$ interactions as electron density is removed from an $E\cdots E$ bonding orbital and transferred to an $E\cdots E$ antibonding orbital. Experimentally the weak transannular interactions are found to be longer in $E_8^{2+}$ than in $E_4N_4$, which parallels
the trend in calculated NO occupancies. The performance of different wave function based methods in modelling the E⋯E interactions in E₄N₄ and E₈²⁺ is then related to their ability to describe the key correlation effects, in other words, the population of the E⋯E bonding and antibonding orbitals. We note that the same does not hold for Kohn-Sham DFT as its formalism does not allow fractional orbital occupancies. Consequently, in DFT, electron correlation is not modelled by the reference determinant but the exchange-correlation functional and neither the role nor origin of different correlation effects can be determined directly from the optimized Kohn-Sham orbitals.⁸²

The NO occupations calculated for E₄N₄ and E₈²⁺ at the QCISD(T) level are exceptionally large. Typically, values less than 0.05 e⁻ are observed for molecular systems that are well described by a single Slater determinant, such as the water molecule. However, the good performance of QCISD(T) in reproducing the geometries of E₄N₄ and E₈²⁺ allows us to conclude that the observed occupancies at this level must be sufficiently close to the values at the exact wave function limit. Furthermore, we expect that any increase of the basis set size would only lead to small quantitative changes to the calculated NO occupancies, with the fundamental, qualitative, behavior being virtually unaltered.⁸⁴ Hence, it is left to determine if the observed correlation is primarily static or dynamic in nature. Regardless of the answer, it is evident that the electron correlation effects in these systems are quite unique and not primarily of dispersion-type as dispersion is a purely attractive phenomenon. This is also in line with the DFT results discussed above that showed only very minor improvements when the functionals were augmented with an empirical dispersion correction.
**Multideterminant methods.** In order to determine the nature of electron correlation effects in \( E_4N_4 \) and \( E_8^{2+} \), their geometries and wave functions were re-examined using multideterminant methods that build upon the complete active space formalism. As a first approximation, minimum-type active spaces that consist of the most important fractionally occupied NOs in the QCISD(T) wave functions were employed (Figure 3). This corresponds to CAS-[4,4] and CAS-[2,2] wave functions for \( E_4N_4 \) and \( E_8^{2+} \), respectively.

A summary of the optimized structures of \( E_4N_4 \) and \( E_8^{2+} \) at CAS, CASPT2, MRCISD, and MRCISD+QP levels is presented in Figure 2; full listings of optimized structural parameters are given in the Supporting Information. It is immediately evident from Figure 2 that the use of a multideterminant wave function results in no significant changes to the calculated \( E-N \) and \( E-E \) bond lengths which are once again predicted with excellent accuracy with different methods. However, the data for the transannular \( E\cdots E \) interactions show some interesting trends.

Geometry optimizations using a CAS-type wave function yield vastly different results for \( E_4N_4 \) and \( E_8^{2+} \). For \( E_4N_4 \), the optimized geometries are in good qualitative agreement with the experimental data, whereas for \( E_8^{2+} \) the experimental \( E\cdots E \) distance is significantly (up to 0.5 Å) longer than that given by the CAS method. Clearly the employed CAS wave function gives only a very poor description of electron correlation effects in \( E_8^{2+} \). It is therefore not entirely surprising that the observed trend remains virtually unchanged when dynamic electron correlation effects are treated with the MRCISD method. However, a noticeable improvement in the optimized \( E\cdots E \) distance of \( E_8^{2+} \) is observed with MRCISD+QP that takes into account dynamic four-electron correlation effects in an ad hoc manner (Pople correction). In contrast to the MRCI and CAS data, the CASPT2 method is found to significantly overestimate the \( E\cdots E \) distances in both \( E_4N_4 \) and in \( E_8^{2+} \) though the error is considerably smaller for the former systems.

Taken as a whole, the multideterminant data in Figure 2 demonstrates that electron correlation effects in \( E_4N_4 \) and in \( E_8^{2+} \) must have a different explanation. In the case of \( E_4N_4 \), the exact wave function can be adequately approximated with only a very
few reference determinants, i.e. CAS-[4,4], indicative of static electron correlation and multiconfigurational character associated with the two E⋯E interactions. However, the same is not true for E₈²⁺ as all attempts to describe the important electron correlation effects inferred from the QCISD(T) NO occupancies with a minimum active space CAS approach led only to slight improvement of the results over the HF solution. This in turn suggests that the wave functions of octachalcogen dications are not dominated by static electron correlation effects but instead governed mostly by dynamic correlation. Consequently, of all the multideterminant methods employed, only MRCISD+QP is able to yield adequate structural data for E₈²⁺ since it treats dynamic correlation in a roughly equivalent manner to a QCISD (or CCSD) calculation and therefore reaches the minimum level of theory needed to get a reasonable description of the key correlation effects.

The presented view of electron correlation effects in E₄N₄ and in E₈²⁺ and how they relate to the transannular E⋯E interactions is further supported by CAS geometry optimizations employing active spaces of progressively increasing size: no significant changes in the E⋯E distance or in the NO occupancies are observed in these calculations. For E₄N₄, the NO occupancies at the CAS level of theory are qualitatively in accord with the QCISD(T) results irrespective of the size of the active space. However, for E₈²⁺ the CAS method consistently yields fractional occupancies that are significantly less than the QCISD(T) results, only around 0.06 – 0.07 e⁻ for the E⋯E antibonding orbital. In this case only a third of the correlation effects can be assigned to a single HOMO–1 → LUMO type excited configuration and a large and balanced set of determinants is needed to get an accurate description of transannular E⋯E bonding in E₈²⁺. This is achieved much more conveniently at the QCISD(T) and CCSD(T) levels than using a CAS-type wave function.

The importance of the excitation level (single, double or triple) for the description of E⋯E bonding in E₈²⁺ was examined in more detail by carrying out CI and CC level optimizations for S₈²⁺. When using the CISD method, the optimized S⋯S interaction is 2.362 Å which is only 0.1 Å longer than the HF value. This result can be contrasted with the optimized MRCISD distance of 2.508 Å, which shows that the inclusion of a second reference determinant lengthens the S⋯S bond by roughly the same
amount. However, the MRCISD result still falls 0.4 Å short from the experimental value. Inclusion of four-electron correlation effects for size-consistency with either QCISD, CCSD or Pople correction (MRCISD+QP) lengthens the S⋯S distance to 2.572, 2.627 Å and 2.791 Å respectively. Hence, the disconnected double excitations play a major role in elongating the key E⋯E interaction, which is also reflected in the occupancy of the S⋯S antibonding NO that increases to 0.13 and 0.11 e\(^{-}\) at QCISD and CCSD levels, respectively. An equally significant change is observed in the single determinant results when the contribution of triple excitations is taken into account: at the QCISD(T) level, the optimized S⋯S distance is 2.866 Å and the corresponding antibonding NO occupancy is 0.20 e\(^{-}\). However, it needs to be noted that an approximate treatment of triple excitations in QC1 and CC theories tends to overestimate their importance and including the T term explicitly in the cluster operator is expected to yield results in between the SD and SD(T) values. In light of the above data, the sporadic performance of perturbation theory and different density functionals in describing the electronic structure of E\(_8^{2+}\) can be understood. The HF wave function is indeed a very poor approximation of these systems and electron correlation effects cannot anymore be treated as a perturbation to the reference wave function. Similarly, not all density functionals show sufficient accuracy to describe correlation effects that with the wave function methods involve triple (and higher) excitations.

Coming back to the earlier investigations of the origin of E⋯E bonding in E\(_4\)N\(_4\) and E\(_8^{2+}\), the conclusion of large electron correlation effects in E\(_8^{2+}\), as reached initially by Cioslowski and Gao,\(^{29}\) appears to be fully correct. Nevertheless, the present analyses clearly show that these correlation effects cannot be described with a CAS wave function that has only a few determinants and that the large fractional NO occupancies and, consequently, the long E⋯E bonds, arise from complex electron correlation effects, necessitating the use of a wave function with a large number of excited determinants. In agreement with this interpretation, the QCISD(T) NOs calculated for E\(_8^{2+}\) show multiple orbitals with fractional occupancies that are slightly higher (1.85 \(\text{e}^{-}\)) or less (0.05 \(\text{e}^{-}\)) than the two key NOs depicted in Figure 3 (see also Supporting Information). In addition to Cioslowski and Gao,
Passmore et al. have previously investigated the electronic structure of $E_8^{2+}$ in great detail.\textsuperscript{19} However, their analyses were based on DFT which does not allow easy examination of the origin of different correlation effects. Consequently, the conclusions reached by Passmore et al. on the basis of total electron density analyses are justified, but the difficulties in obtaining accurate theory-based structural data for $E_8^{2+}$ lie more in the complexity of their wave function and not in the flatness of the potential energy surface though it also plays a role in the overall picture.

As already noted above, the electron correlation effects in $E_4N_4$ differ from that in $E_8^{2+}$. The fractional NO occupancies can in this case be qualitatively described with a limited number of HOMO–1(–2) $\Rightarrow$ LUMO(+1) type excited determinants, which supports the idea of singlet diradical character in these systems. However, a proper treatment of dynamic correlation effects is still necessary to obtain a quantitatively accurate description of their electronic structure. This can readily be seen when comparing the results at CAS, MRCISD and MRCISD+QP levels: the optimized $E\cdots E$ distances are virtually identical for CAS and MRCISD, whereas the data at the MRCISD+QP level are closer to the CCSD(T) value. Consequently, the effect of disconnected double (and higher) excitations to the $E\cdots E$ interaction is much greater than that of single and double excitations. The same conclusion can be reached from the CASPT2 data: at this level, the E–N bonds are predicted in good agreement with the experimental values but the $E\cdots E$ distances are overestimated significantly, albeit not nearly as much as the conventional MP2 does. In agreement with the trend in optimized geometrical parameters, the CASPT2 wave functions for $E_4N_4$ contain several doubly external configurations with coefficients greater than 0.05, whereas there is only a handful of them at the MRCISD level. Clearly the perturbative treatment of electron correlation effects overestimates the importance of double excitations and leads to fractional NO occupancies that are too high and, hence, to $E\cdots E$ distances that are far too long.

An analysis of the CAS wave functions for $E_4N_4$ shows that the combined weight of configurations involving single and double excitations from the $E\cdots E$ bonding orbitals to the $E\cdots E$ antibonding orbitals is roughly 9 % as calculated from the CI vector coefficients. This does not give a direct estimate of the overall diradical character as
the excited configurations involve both of the two E⋯E interactions, giving the molecules an overall tetraradical nature. A rough approximation (and an upper estimation) of diradical character within each E⋯E interaction can, however, be obtained from NO occupancies determined at the CAS level. In a perfect diradical, there are two frontier orbitals each occupied by a single electron.\textsuperscript{86-88} Thus, an orbital occupancy of 0.10 e\textsuperscript{−} in E\textsubscript{4}N\textsubscript{4} translates to a diradical character of approximately 10 \% per E⋯E bond (cf. 16 \% for ozone at the full valence CAS level). This is clearly a non-negligible amount but it is still less than what can be described accurately by using the infinite-order CC and QCI approaches. In a similar fashion, almost any of the modern (GGA or hybrid) functionals will yield reasonable results for main group systems with small to medium amount of diradical character, the actual performance in each case being determined not only by the identity of the density functional but also the amount of exact exchange used.\textsuperscript{92} A similar analysis of CAS NO occupation numbers for E\textsubscript{8}\textsuperscript{2+} gives an upper estimate of 6 \% diradical character within the E⋯E bond, which is in agreement with the more important role of dynamic electron correlation effects in these systems.

The last theoretical evidence in support of multiconfigurational character in E\textsubscript{4}N\textsubscript{4} comes from calculations probing spin states other than the singlet ground state. If the wave functions of E\textsubscript{4}N\textsubscript{4} have noticeable tetraradical character, the energy difference between the singlet state and the first excited quintet state (with four truly unpaired electrons) is expected to be rather small. However, the high-spin wave function for a quintet state is not multiconfigurational and can be qualitatively described with a single Slater determinant. Consequently, an UHF optimization for S\textsubscript{4}N\textsubscript{4} in the quintet state yields a minimum at 45 kJ mol\textsuperscript{−1} lower in energy than the singlet ground state. This is an excellent illustration of how poorly the HF wave function actually describes the electronic structure of singlet E\textsubscript{4}N\textsubscript{4} even though the only noticeable failure in geometry optimization at this level is the slight underestimation of the E⋯E distance. At the PBE0 level of theory, the quintet state is predicted to be 210 kJ mol\textsuperscript{−1} higher in energy than the singlet. Thus, when all important electron correlation effects are appropriately accounted for, the ordering of the states is correct. However, the calculated adiabatic singlet-quintet energy gap
is still atypically small and indicative of multiconfigurational character in the system. We note that, at the HF level, the triplet wave function for $S_8^{2+}$ is also lower in energy than the singlet but the energy difference between the two states is only 8 kJ mol$^{-1}$. This is fully in line with the conclusion of much smaller multiconfigurational character in $E_8^{2+}$ as compared to $E_4N_4$.

**Bonding analysis.** Having determined that the electronic structures of $E_4N_4$ and $E_8^{2+}$ can be accurately modelled using the PBE0 hybrid functional, the corresponding Kohn-Sham determinants (and the total electron densities that they give rise to) were subjected to Natural Bond Orbital (NBO), Atoms in Molecules (AIM) and Electron Localization Function (ELF) analyses to obtain further insight to transannular $E\cdots E$ bonding.

Passmore et al. have recently published a thorough NBO analysis of $E_8^{2+}$ dications using the B3PW91 density functional.\(^{19}\) They found that representing the Kohn-Sham determinant in terms of localized electron-pair units reproduces the classical bonding picture in $4'$. However, their results also showed significant departures from the Lewis model as the total occupancy of non-Lewis type valence NBOs was found to be 1.8 electrons in $S_8^{2+}$ (1.5 in $Se_8^{2+}$). A further analysis revealed that approximately one half of these 'delocalization corrections' to the zeroth-order natural Lewis structure originate from the transfer of sulfur lone pair electrons to the transannular $E\cdots E$ antibonding NBO. This view of bonding in $E_8^{2+}$ is in excellent agreement with our conclusions drawn from the examination of natural orbitals.

The NBO procedure yields a very similar picture of bonding in $E_4N_4$ as obtained for $E_8^{2+}$ (see Supporting Information). The zeroth-order natural Lewis structure corresponds to the classical description given in $1'$ but the non-Lewis type valence NBOs again display high occupancies which total to 2.2 electrons for $S_4N_4$ (2.0 for $Se_4N_4$). Most notably, in $S_4N_4$ the transannular $E\cdots E$ antibonding NBOs are occupied by 0.7 electrons each (0.6 in $Se_4N_4$), with delocalizations coming primarily from the nitrogen lone pair NBOs. These results show that for the same chalcogen $E$, the occupancy of the $E\cdots E$ antibonding NBO is lower in $E_4N_4$ than in $E_8^{2+}$, which reproduces the trend in natural orbital occupation numbers (see above). The
calculated Wiberg bond indices for the transannular E⋯E bonds further corroborate this picture and yield higher values for E₄N₄ (e.g. 0.41 in S₄N₄) than for the corresponding E₈²⁺ (e.g. 0.26 in S₈²⁺).
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**Figure 4.** The electron localization functions of a) S₄N₄ and b) S₈²⁺ (isosurface value 0.7). Color code: core (red), monosynaptic (blue), disynaptic (green).

An AIM analysis of the total electron densities of E₈²⁺ dication has previously been conducted by Passmore et al.¹⁹ The acquired data shows that a bond critical point is indeed found for the transannular E⋯E interaction and it is characterized by small values of both the electron density ρ (0.04 a.u. for S₈²⁺) and its Laplacian ∇ρ² (0.04 a.u. for S₈²⁺). This indicates that the bonding is rather weak and that it shares features typically associated to closed-shell interactions. Similar results have been presented for the S⋯S bonds in S₄N₄ (ρ = 0.06 a.u.; ∇ρ² = 0.05 a.u.) by Bader et al. although their calculations were done at the Hartree-Fock level and using much smaller basis sets.³² However, our analyses of the PBE0/cc-pVTZ electron densities yielded bond critical point properties which are in good qualitative and quantitative agreement with the prior published data (Supporting Information). These results are supported by the analysis of the electron localization function for E₄N₄ and E₈²⁺ (Figure 4; Supporting Information) which reveals that there are no disynaptic V(E,E)
bond basins within the transannular E⋯E interactions. However, a visualisation of
the ELFs (see Figure 4) demonstrates that in $E_4N_4$, the monosynaptic lone pair basins
at the chalcogen atoms are highly polarized towards the transannular bonding
region, whereas in $E_8^{2+}$ they have a much more spherical shape. A comparison of the
calculated ELF basin properties between $E_4N_4$ and $E_8^{2+}$ shows the average population
of the monosynaptic lone pair basins to be significantly smaller for the former
(around 3.5 and 4.0 electrons for $S_4N_4$ and $S_8^{2+}$), which is in agreement with the
different nature of correlation effects in these systems.
Conclusions

The nature of transannular chalcogen⋯chalcogen interactions in tetrachalcogen tetranitrides, \( E_4N_4 \), and octachalcogen dications, \( E_8^{2+} \), \( (E = S, Se) \) was studied theoretically with different ab initio methods and density functionals. Natural orbitals analysis at the quadratic configuration interaction level revealed that the \( E⋯E \) distances in \( E_4N_4 \) and \( E_8^{2+} \) are elongated from typical \( E–E \) single bond lengths due to surprisingly strong and complex electron correlation effects. Specifically, the wave functions of these molecules and cations contain a notable contribution from excited determinants in which the formally empty \( E–E \) antibonding orbitals are doubly occupied. In \( E_4N_4 \) the correlation effects can be described with only a few configurations involving the key orbitals at the \( E–E \) bond. Consequently, these systems are dominated by static electron correlation and they have singlet diradical character associated with each \( E⋯E \) interaction. In contrast, the dications \( E_8^{2+} \) can only be described theoretically with a wave function that contains a very large number of determinants to capture dynamic correlation effects associated with disconnected double and higher excitations.

The results of the present study clearly demonstrate that once the important correlation effects are treated at an appropriate level, computational methods are able to model the electronic and molecular structures of \( E_4N_4 \) and \( E_8^{2+} \) to a very high degree. The conducted bonding analyses also offer a rationale for the difficulties reported in previous theoretical investigations and results from solid state geometry optimizations strongly support the view that secondary bonding interactions do not affect the geometries of \( E_8^{2+} \) to any significant degree, vindicating comparison of gas phase calculations with the X-ray crystallographic data. Of all the wave function based methods employed, CCSD(T) and QCISD(T) show the best and uniform performance; for \( E_4N_4 \), MRCISD provides an alternative method for obtaining an equally accurate description of their electronic structures. The ability of different density functionals to describe \( E_4N_4 \) and \( E_8^{2+} \) depends on the identity of the functional and, in particular, the amount of exact exchange used in its construction. The combination of PBEPBE functional with 25% of exact exchange, namely PBEO, is
superior to all other functionals used and even supersedes those which are explicitly parameterized for the description of weak interactions.

As a whole, the current investigation succeeds in finding an unambiguous answer to the question of the nature of transannular interactions in $E_4N_4$ and $E_8^{2+}$. These interactions originate from covalent (orbital-based) bonding, but they are significantly weakened by electron correlation. Though not a topic of this study, we expect that a similar description of the physical basis of chalcogen···chalcogen interactions holds at least for the dithiatetrazocines 2 and 3 due to their structural and chemical relationship to $E_4N_4$, but possibly also for other chalcogen systems with similar cage-like structures. It needs to be stressed that the description of bonding in $E_4N_4$ is unique and fundamentally different from, for example, dispersion that typically plays a major role in weak intermolecular chalcogen···chalcogen contacts. In this respect, a better reference point for the discussed transannular interactions is offered by a weak exchange-coupling of two radical species via overlap of their singly occupied molecular orbitals. This interpretation is in agreement with the multiconfigurational nature of $E_4N_4$ and the fact that at the Hartree-Fock level the high-spin quartet and triplet states represent the global minima for $E_4N_4$ and $E_8^{2+}$, respectively.
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